variant.and.that.only.a.small.fraction.(<2%).of.de#novo.mutations.in.these.elements.
are.pathogenic.. Our.findings.represent.a.robust.estimate.of.the.contribution.of.de# novo.mutations.in.regulatory.elements.to.this.genetically.heterogeneous.set.of. disorders,.and.emphasise.the.importance.of.combining.functional.and.evolutionary. evidence.to.delineate.regulatory.causes.of.genetic.disorders..
Main!Text!
The.importance. of.nonUcoding.variation.in.complex.disease.is.well.established.-.the. majority.of.diseaseUassociated.common.SNPs.lie.in.intergenic.or.intronic.regions,. albeit.with.low.effect.sizes 1, 2 1, 520, 250.variants.in. unaffected.DDD.parents..In.proteinUcoding.genes, .the.strong.correlation.between. CADD.score.and.strength.of.purifying.selection.enabled.differentiation.between. variants.that.are.neutral, .weakly.constrained.and.very.highly.constrained..In.CNEs. and.validated.enhancers, .CADD.differentiates.neutral.variation.from.those.under. weak.constraint.(similar.to.missense.level.in.the.proteinUcoding.regions) ,.but.failed.
to.identify.highly.deleterious.variants.with.selective.constraint.on.a.par.with.proteinU truncating.variants. (Figure.1c )..Other.deleteriousness.metrics.were.assessed,.but. none.were.more.informative.than.CADD. (Figure.S1 35%.between.any.two.methods. (Figure.S7) across.2,613.fetal.brain.active.elements). (Figure.3b) 
Estimating)the)genome-wide)burden)of)DNMs)in)fetal)brain)active)elements))
The$absence$of$individual$non1coding$elements$with$a$genome1wide$significant$ 
